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Making intelligent 
machines, especially 
intelligent computer 
programs.

It is just a name for 
technology. 

Whether AI is “truly 
intelligent” or not is 
irrelevant

What is artificial intelligence?



● Ability to learn
● Ability to adapt
● Ability recognize 

patterns
● Ability to solve 

problems

● Self-awareness?

What is intelligence?



Symbolic AI
- Based on logic
- Inductive and deductive 

reasoning
- Involves clever “searching” 

for solution

Machine Learning
- Figuring rules from data
- Less formal
- Messy and inconsistent

Two flavours of AI



We build a model of things that affect house price

Price = size (sqm) * ? + rooms * ? + pool (y/n) * ?

What is ‘Learning’ in Machine Learning
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We build a model of things that affect house price

Price = size (sqm) * ? + rooms * ? + pool (y/n) * ?

Expert: each sqm increases the price by ~ $3,000

Price = size (sqm) * 3,000 + rooms * ? + pool (y/n) * ?

What is ‘Learning’ in Machine Learning



Get past sales data

What is ‘Learning’ in Machine Learning



Three question marks are three model parameters 
that we learn (estimate) from the data

Price = size * ? + rooms * ? + pool * ?

We learn three parameters from training data

What is ‘Learning’ in Machine Learning



Neural networks



Transformer networks
Simpler than recurrent networks used for processing text

Transforms input sequence into output sequence
Most of the time question -> response

• Initially small (few million parameters) 
• Pre-trained on “small” data (all wikipedia articles)
• Typically further trained with specialised datasets (BERT)



Transformer networks
Significant technical advancements 
• Can be run in parallel on multiple computers
• Can be trained with whole inputs rather than word by 

word

Actually quite simple

Led to large, General Pre-trained Transformers (GPT) -> 
General AI



Rapid growth in size



45TB textual data 
as input

800GB to store the 
model

GPT-3 vs GPT-4



Chat interface to GPT3 model 
Extremely impressive results
Full extent of capabilities not clear

New field: prompt (input) engineering

ChatGPT



- What the model currently can or can’t do is not 
important so much

- Combining with search engine data: Retrieval 
augmented generation

Capabilities will only grow



Recap
• Machine learning -> learning model parameters
• Need “training” data to figure out (learn) model 

parameters
• Map input to outcome

• Transformers: Simpler neural network models with 
billions of parameters
• Can utilise cloud computers
• Faster to train than previously popular RNN
• New field prompt engineering



- Short term
- Assessment

- Long term
- What should we learn?

- Assessment
- Teaching support
- Learning support

Impact on education



Make it harder for AI to help

Ask things that AI doesn’t know about
- Ask students to summarise class discussions

Ask students to self-reflect on a particular topic
- Ask students to embed their own experience 

into their responses 

Assessment



Embed AI into assessment

Assess the process of using AI
- Assess how AI is being used to generate response
- Assess the quality of prompts and critical thinking 

embedded in the prompts

Assessment









- Design: Automate creation of learning materials
- Study guides
- Examples
- Assignments, rubrics
- Course outlines
- Lesson and week plans

- Support:
- Help create personalised feedback
- Automated formative feedback
- Personalise learning experience

- Identify gaps, misconceptions, areas for improvement
- Automate grading

Teaching support



Generating course outline



Generating course outline



- Language skills
- Help write better 
- Provide feedback on writing 

- Idea generation
- Avoid writer's block and generate starting point
- Explore different alternatives

- Understanding 
- Self-testing for understanding
- Summarize complex topics and documents
- Explain solutions to problems
- Generate alternative solutions 
- Simplify solutions

Learning support





Challenges
• Training data can be compromised

• Incorrect
• Socially unacceptable

• Embed biases and prejudices that are not apparent
• Further dominance of “major” cultures
• A lot of computing power needed (CO2 footprint)
• Hard to trust
• Tricky to use
• Can be used to fool people
• Ethics of using data to train models



Big Questions and Implications for broader society

• What it means to create something?
• Copyright
• Creativity
• Co-creation with AI



Big Questions and Implications for broader society

• What is the value of knowing something?
• Two purpose of learning 

• Know something because it is useful to know
• Act in the world
• Employment

• Know something because it is transformative
• Changes in understanding self
• Changes in belief systems
• Changes in behaviour
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Applications & Alternatives



Microsoft Teams + ChatGPT

https://bit.ly/teams-gpt

In other news:
https://techmonitor.ai/technology/ai-and-automation

/microsoft-to-integrate-chatgpt-into-teams

https://bit.ly/teams-gpt


WebChatGPT

Link: https://github.com/qunash/chatgpt-advanced 



ChatGPT for Google

Link: https://chatgpt4google.com/

ChatGPT for Google is a 
browser extension that 
enhance search engines 
with the power of ChatGPT. 
It works by showing 
ChatGPT response 
alongside normal search 
engine results.



ChatGPT Writer

Link: https://chatgptwriter.ai/

Free Chrome extension to 
generate entire emails and 
messages using ChatGPT 
AI. 

All sites are supported and 
enhanced support for 
Gmail.



YouTube Summary

Link: https://glasp.co/youtube-summary

Free Chrome extension to 
generate entire emails and 
messages using ChatGPT 
AI. 

All sites are supported and 
enhanced support for 
Gmail.



Summarize

With the Summarize 
extension, you can get the 
main ideas of any page in 
just one click, without 
leaving the page.

Wordtune Read - an 
alternative



Monica

- Chat about anything, 
anywhere

- Monica can answer any 
question you have, engages 
you in a contextual 
conversation, and provides 
writing inspiration.



- Optimizing prompts for 
ChatGPT, GPT-3.5, DALLE, 
and StableDiffusion 
models

- Intuitive interface

- Amazing features

PromptPerfect

Link: https://promptperfect.jina.ai/



1. ChatGPT can not generate real-time data

2. Can't generate visuals or AI art

3. Can't take voice commands or generate voice responses

4. Heavy traffic

5. ChatGPT Plus costs $20/month

Why do we need alternatives?



ChatSonic
- large-scale pre-trained dialogue response generation models, 

specifically built for multi-turn conversations
- Link: https://writesonic.com/chat

Bard AI
- Google's newest, revolutionary AI-powered chatbot
- Link: https://bardai.io/

Perplexity
- Collecting information from various popular platforms like Wikipedia, 

LinkedIn, and Amazon
- Link: https://www.perplexity.ai/

Some of the alternatives

https://writesonic.com/chat
https://bardai.io/


- AI-driven contact 
centers

- The Sims 
https://reverie.herokuapp.com/
arXiv_Demo/#

- https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=nWBEMjAoA14

- Healthcare
- Khanmigo, Khan 

Academy’s AI-powered 
guide

- Metaverse

AI Agents

https://reverie.herokuapp.com/arXiv_Demo/#
https://reverie.herokuapp.com/arXiv_Demo/#
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWBEMjAoA14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWBEMjAoA14
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Regulation



AI is good, but...
https://artificialintelligenceact.eu/the-act/
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Activity
Discovering the Needs and Preferences 



Activity - MURAL

What applications of ChatGPT (or alternatives) would 
you like to see?

https://bit.ly/uta-gpt



Thank you



QA


